Hot gas turbulent flow distribution around the main injector assembly of the Space Shuttle
Main Engine (SSME) and Liquid Oxidizer (LOX) flow distribution through the LOX posts have a great effect on the combustion phenomena inside the main combustion chamber.
In order to design a CFD model to be an effective engineering analysis tool with good computational turnaround time (especially for 3-D flow problems) and still maintain good accuracy in describing the flow features, the concept of porosity was employed to describe the effects of blockage and drag force due to the presence of the LOX posts in the turbulent flow field around the main injector assembly of the SSME. 2-D numerical studies were conducted to identify the drag coefficients of the flows both through tube banks and around the shielded posts over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Empirical, analytical expressions of the drag coefficient as a function of local flow Reynolds number were then deduced. The porosity model was applied to the turbulent flow around the main injector assembly of the SSME, and analyses were performed.
The 3-D CFD analysis was divided into three parts, LOX dome, hot gas injector assembly, and hydrogen cavity. In the present study, only the drag force was considered in the numerical simulation.
The drag force was modeled based on geometric parameters and averaged velocity around a local LOX post.
Since the drag force D is defined as
where p, u, and CD are local flow density, local total velocity, and local drag coefficient, respectively, we can compute the distributed drag force by evaluating these three parameters.
2-D tube bank flow studieswere conductedto verify the dragcoefficientsfor the flow around the LOX postsassembly.Moreover,the 13th(outermost)row postsareshieldedin pairs, where holeswere drilled on the shieldto allow flow to go through. Additional CFD validation studies were neededto identify the drag coefficientsfor the flow aroundshieldedelements. Figure 6 . Although it seems higher pressure around the planes with inlet flow, the overall pressure difference is very small, which indicates a fairly uniform exit pressure.
HOT GAS INJECTOR ASSEMBLY
The computational domain for the hot gas injector assembly consists of three zones: 1)
LOX post assembly torus, 2) fuel transfer duct, and 3) oxidizer transfer duct.
A 37 x 91 x 25 mesh system was employed for the LOX post assembly torus, and a 10 x 21 x 17 mesh system was used for the fuel transfer duct, while the oxidizer transfer duct was described by a 10 x 15
x 15 grid system. The geometry and the grid system of the hot gas injector assembly is plotted as shown in Figure 7 . The hot gases coming out of the fuel preburner and the oxidizer preburner enter the main injector assembly through the fuel transfer duct and the oxidizer transfer duct, respectively. The inlet flow conditionsto both transferductsaretabulatedin (8) (9) , the relation between
where N is the number of each type of post elements.
Since there is no hot gas flow through baffle elements, the loss coefficient for these elements was set to infinity.
The numerical analysis for the hot gas injector assembly was conducted based on symmetrical, incompressible, isothermal, turbulent, no-reacting flow with two species (hydrogen and oxygen). Special attention was paid to the distribution of the porosity and of the drag coefficient on the 13th-row elements to identify the presence of holes on the shield. The predicted velocity vectors at the symmetrical plane are drawn as shown in Figure  8 . It appears that the hot gas is deflected by the shielded elements (the outermost row), and passes through the non-shielded area of the posts. In addition, the exit velocity of the hot gas seems to be very uniform, except at the baffle elements through which there is no hot gas exit to the injector face.
The deflected hot gas not only passes through the non-shielded area of the posts, but also sweeps around the torus, which can be seen from the velocity vector plots as shown in Figures 9-10.
The hot gases from the fuel and the oxidizer sides flow into the region between the LOX posts and out into the main combustion chamber. Due to more mass flow rate through the fuel transfer duct, the fuel side gases penetrate much further into a horizontal plane around the LOX-post region. Significant mixing occurs where the hot gases from the two sides of the engine meet.
The exit velocity contours of the hot gas through the injector face are plotted in Figure  11 . This figure shows that the exit velocity of the hot gas is somewhat larger near the fuel side than near the oxidizer side; however, the difference is very small which indicates that the flow is nearly uniform except at the baffle elements. The hot gas static pressure distribution at the exit plane of hot gas injector assembly exhibits the same characteristics as that of the exit velocity. The mixture ratio of the hot gas exit to the injector face is uniformly increased from the fuel side towards the oxidizer side as indicated in Figure 12 , where the discontinuity at the symmetry plane is due to the linear extrapolation from interior points.
HYDROGEN CAVITY
The hydrogen cavity region was descritized into a 29 x 91 x 14 mesh system, and is sketched as shown in Figure 13 . The inlet flow conditions are listed in Table 6 based on 104% power balance. The inlet velocity profile was assumedto be uniform everywhere, and all velocity vectorswere directedtowardsthe centerof radius.
The loss coefficient model is listed in Table 7 , where the massflow rate through each porousmedium was basedon 1-D analyticalresults. The back pressureof the secondaryface plate (top surface) was set to be 3288 psi from the hot gasinjector assemblynumerical result. An assumptionwas madethat all hydrogenflow exiting through the secondaryface plate to the hot gasregion passedthroughthe non-baffleelementsandexitedat the injector face. Therefore, in the postprocessing, themassflow ratethroughthe secondaryfaceplatewasaddedto the mass flow rate through the primary face plate (bottomsurface)at the samegrid location.
The 3-D numerical analysis for the hydrogencavity region was performed basedon symmetrical, incompressible,adiabatic,turbulent flow with single species (hydrogen). The numericalresult,as shownin Figure14,indicatesthata recirculationzoneoccursasthe fuel flow entersthe hydrogencavity througha narrowgap. It alsorevealsthat the velocity of the flow exit through the baffle elementsis quite uniform, and is much larger than that exit through porous plates. The flow exit through BLC holeshasthe largestvelocity, but the exit massflow rate is relatively small dueto small exit area. The numericalresult showsthe static pressuredistributes very uniformly at the primary face platesurface.
MAIN INJECTOR ASSEMBLY
After conducting the numerical computation for the three components of the main injector assembly, a post processing calculation was made in order to obtain the overall O/F ratio at the iniector face. By superimposing the exit mass flow rates and the mass fractions of hydrogen and oxygen from the three components of the main injector assembly, the mixture ratio distribution at the injector face was obtained as shown in Figure  15 . It appears that the highest O/F ratio occurs near the baffle elements.
The O/F ratio distribution also exhibits higher mixture ratio near the fuel side than that near the oxidizer side. 
CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The 3-D CFD/porosity analysis reveals that the mass flow rate at the injector face is relatively uniform. The predicted mixture ratio is close to stoichiometric (O/F = 8) around baffle element at 104% power balance level, which might cause very hot spots around baffle elements. However, due to the many assumptions made in the porosity model and the use of a very coarse grid system,the numericalresultscanonly provide a qualitativetrend. As canbe seenfrom the loss coefficient model, the local massflow rate distribution is dependenton both the pressure drop and the losscoefficient distributions. Hence,the assemblyof the losscoefficient model is critical to the numericalresult, and the availability of the measuredloss coefficients for each porousmedium will greatly improve the CFD analysis. In addition, the distribution of chamber pressureand of baffle element dischargepressurewas assumedto be uniform in this study; hence,the CFD/porositymodel can be improvedif the actualdistribution of dischargepressure wereknown andspecifiedin the calculation. Meanwhile,a properinlet flow profile to the LOX domeand to the hydrogencavity can help the developedmodel to predict the flow field more accurately. The developedCFD/porosity model should be further tested at different power balancelevels. The numericalresultsof this studyshouldbe usedas the inlet conditionsto the combustionchamberin order to predictthe engineperformanceandheat loadsof the chamber. 
